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08/01/22: St Francis XV 41 - 0 Maidstone Vets 
 
Match Report by Sport Billy 
 
Ever tried to drop-kick a rugby ball with your kicking foot in what seems like half an inch of water at the bottom of 
your boot? No. Nor had I until Saturday. This was a pitch where in certain places if you stood there long enough 
your feet were in danger of being submerged. 
 
We were due to play a second XV but St Francis (based in Crawley), along with so many other clubs, are 
struggling for numbers and are only fielding one team at the moment. This also meant, however, that they had 
numbers on the bench and had a youthful age range to match.  
 
In fact, even in their clubhouse, post-match, it was difficult to spot many members of vintage years. It was 
probably just as well then that our club President Paul Ehrhart, of particularly fine vintage himself, stayed at home 
and did not visit his former club (that has relocated several times) where he was a founder member back in 1960. 
Nonetheless his best wishes were conveyed to his old club by one of our modern day vintages, Karim Neseyif. 
 
The scoreboard implies this was a stuffing but even the St Francis’ skipper said this was anything but and was 
very humble in victory. We were only two tries down at half time and arguably our opponents’ first try should have 
been chalked off for blocking, unintentional or not. With the stirring pre-match pep talk from Matt Plowman ringing 
in our ears we kept the pressure on our hosts and that in conjunction with the monsoon conditions in the first half 
forced them into a number of errors. This did not affect them in the scrum however where it was fair to say they 
had the edge throughout most of the game  
 
The main damage was probably done in a 20 minute spell in the second half. Not only did the weather start to 
clear up slightly, St Francis also emptied their bench which brought some impetus to their back play and we lost 
our tough tackling full back to a dislocated shoulder. Instead of trying to go through us they worked out they could 
go around us. Our forwards also suffered more in the scrum until the captain on the pitch Matt Plowman shuffled 
the pack somewhat and brought himself into the front row. Unfortunately by then the writing was well and truly on 
the wall. 
 
MotM: Mick Walker, as nominated by the opposition. And he competed admirably in the boat race (particularly as 
he had to suffer Fosters’ lager) among a cast of their thousands. Commendations also to centre Mike Gillies, full 
back Andrew Ray and flanker Josh Tugwell, all playing out of position but never taking a backward step it 
seemed. 
  
TotM: No nominees this week. Sure normal service will resume soon.  
  
Get well soon: Andrew Ray (dislocated shoulder) and Anthony Haigh (turned ankle).  
  
Squad: 1. Harri Slaughter / Matt Plowman ; 2.  Anthony Peter Haigh / Gary (St F sub) ; 3. Martin Maytum ; 4. 
Gary Griffiths ; 5. Tom Clarke / Harri ; 6. Josh Tugwell ; 7. Trevor Smith 8. Matt Plowman (on-field captain)/ Harri 
Slaughter; 9. Mick Walker; 10. Matt Matthew Ellesmere ; 11. Kelvin Baxter ; 12. Richard Cutbill ; 13. Mike Gillies ; 
14. Paul Hodges; 15. Andrew Ray / Rob Tugwell . 
 
Spectators (mad, though some reported it was a good game to watch despite the conditions): Minty, Holly, Daniel 
Edwards (prospective new recruit so keen to get back to rugby following a broken elbow he provided a much-
appreciated taxi service from Maidstone). 
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